
Hi! Thanks for choosing Rebel Cactus! 

We look forward to having great adventures and making
new memories with you.

With Rebel Cactus you discover your world playfully!

Rebel Cactus go quick start & more 
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Step 1.
Make sure the smartwatch battery is fully charged. Super easy, with the pins charging
cable. Click and charge. 

Step 2.
Grab the SIM card. This must be a nano sized SIM card, the smallest version. Press the
nano format out of the card. 

Put it in your own smartphone and unlock the nano SIM card with the provided PIN
code. This can be found on the card where you expressed the SIM card. The default
PIN code for KPN and Lebara is '0000'.
Turn off the SIM card's PIN code by default. This is convenient in a child's use of the
watch. On the smartphone, go to Security settings, Lock SIM card. Unlock the SIM
card by re-typing the SIM card PIN code. 

Step 3.
On the left side of the watch, you will see a cover that shows SIM. Carefully open the
SIM card holder with a pin you use to open the SIM card slot of your smartphone.
Place the nano SIM card with the copper side up, slanted corner into the slanted
corner of the SIM card holder and gently slide it back into the watch until it clicks into
place. You can hold the simcard softly when sliding it back, so the sim will stay in
place.

Caution! Insert the SIM card exactly as shown here into the slider of the SIM card
holder in the smartwatch, otherwise the smartwatch will show an error and the SIM
card reader will be damaged.

Step by step
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In this start guide we will explain step-by-step how to quickly and easily 
prepare the Rebel cactus smartwatch GO for use.



Step 4.
Press the on button on the right side and now turn on the smartwatch. 

*Turn the smartwatch off via 'settings', then 'shutdown' or via the Rebel Cactus Tracker app,
on the parents' smartphone.

St ep 5.
Now go to 'settings', then 'mobile networks', then 'data roaming'. In 'data roaming' check
'data roaming'. Also turn on the Wifi and connect the smartwatch to the Wifi network, e.g.
at home. Enter the correct Wifi password and connect. 

Tip: If your child does not have data on the smartwatch, you can connect to the hotspot on
your parent's phone for on the go.

Step 6.
Go to 'settings' again and press 'reboot'. 
The watch will now reboot. This is important because after a reboot, the SIM card will be
recognized.
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Step 7.
Download the Rebel Cactus Tracker app on the parent's 
smartphone. Do this by using your smartphone 
scanning this QR code. 

You can also look up the app in the App Store/Google 
Play Store or scan the QR code on the smartwatch, 
press ‘app code’.

Step 8.
Once the Rebel Cactus Tracker app is downloaded, 
open the app. 
As a parent, you must first register by creating an 
account. Click on ‘Register’. 

S tep 9.
Now enter your email address, code and password. 
Agree to the user agreement and confirm your registration. 

Note! Your password must consist of at least 8 to 16 letters & 
numbers. 
Special characters are not allowed.
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Step 10.
Once you have confirmed your registration, you will be taken 
to the page 'add Device or add new smartwatch'.
At 'input/scan registration code', scan the registration code on 
the smartwatch. This can be found under QR code. 
Attention! Choose 'registration code' or 'regcode' and not 
'app code'.
Enter the parent's name, choose your relationship to the child 
and click on 'OK'.

Step 11.
Now enter your child's phone number under ‘call’. This number
is found on the sim card. Always include the country number, 
so +44 6... and add a picture of yourself in your contact, 
so your child can immediately see who is calling. 

While connecting the smartwatch to the app, make sure the
smartwatch is connected to the Wifi.
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Step 12.
Now enter your own phone number and those of 
other contacts such as grandpa/uncle, brother/sister. 
This can be done under 'contacts'.

Step 13.
Under functions, set the things you think are important.
For example, 'SOS numbers', more contacts like grandpa, 
grandma, friends, aunt and uncle, who can call the watch.

We recommend taking off your SIM card security. Consider 
that screen lock or face recognition outside is not always 
easy to see or do. Better not to set any security
setting to use the watch.

Security
The IMEI password defaults to 123456. Change this and send a text message from your
smartphone to the watch number with the following code: 

pw,(old ww),pw,(new ww),# For example: pw,123456,pw,453454,#

This should always be a 6-digit code such as 123456. If this is done correctly you will
receive a message saying 'set new pw is successful'. 

Remember the new password well! You will need it if the smartwatch needs to be reset.
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Step 14.
Now go to the AppStore and select which apps (WhatsApp, Spotify, etc.) your child may use
and log in to them. 

Installing WhatsApp
Make sure the watch is connected to the home Wi-Fi. 
Click install WhatsApp in the AppStore on the watch. 
Wait for the process to complete and exit the AppStore again; you will find WhatsApp
last in the menu. 
Click on it and the installation will begin. 
Set the language to English. 
Under Verification method, select Receive SMS.
Continue with all the steps.
When you are done, set the language to the language of your choice.

As a result of installing apps on the Rebel Cactus GO, the order of apps and icons will be
changed. In fact, if you install all available apps on the smartwatch, you have a lot of apps.
Choose the apps you like to install. 

On the smartwatch, you can also move the apps themselves, just like on a smartphone.
Press and hold the app's icon and drag it to the new desired position on the watch's screen.
Move the apps you use every day to the top and those you use less often further down,
such as settings, QRcode, SMS, microphone, calculator, calendar and alarm clock.

From the main screen on the smartwatch, swipe to the right. Press the + and select the apps
you are going to use most often. That way you don't have to swipe through the pages to get
to your favorite app.
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Summary:
Swipe left from the main screen, and put all the "calling apps" there, such as calling,
video calling, chat, missed calls and whatsapp.
Swipe to the right from the main screen and put all your favorite apps there e.g.: Music
(mp3/Spofity/Deezer), Youth News, Game app (Ninja/Plunk, Stacks), POU, Socials:
Insta, YT and Pedometer.

So, now you're all set to go out. Let's GO outside!

*Periodically the software is updated with new games and/or apps.
*Disclaimer: parents remain responsible for their children's use of the apps.

Step 15.
Never miss a Whatsapp notification. Open WhatsApp, go to settings, go to notifications and
select 'always show popup'. This way, you will never miss a Whatsapp message.

Step 16.
Make sure the smartwatch is off before charging it. You can turn off the smartwatch in two
ways:
1. Through the Rebel Cactus Tracker app, go to 'turn off smartwatch'.
2. On the smartwatch. Go to settings and press 'shutdown' and then 'OK' and the
smartwatch will shut down. 

Messages/quick setting
On the main menu of the watch, you can swipe up and down.

If you swipe up, you can very quickly turn on/off and adjust Wifi, sound, backlight and
the flashlight there.
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Swipe down and you will first see all the statuses of your smartwatch: Wifi, Bluetooth,
battery status and cell phone. If you then swipe to the right, you will see all
messages/actions received, such as missed calls, whatsapp messages, text messages
and or files downloaded.

Connection
You can also connect the smartwatch to your computer via the charging cable. This allows
you to put your favorite mp3 music files on the smartwatch and or movies, photos or
audiobooks.

Bluetooth Low energy
The Rebel Cactus Go is the first to have Bluetooth low energy. Enjoy a long time
connecting the smartwatch to a headset or disco speaker and sharing music with friends.

Ringtones
Your own ringtone? Yes you can! There are already several fun ringtones on the
smartwatch, such as Enzo Knol, Happy, etc. Does your child has a favorite ringtone? Save it
on the smartwatch via Bluetooth or via the charging cable. Go to settings, ringtone, and
retrieve the ringtone from the folder where you saved the ringtone file.
Share the favorite ringtone mp3 with us and we'll make it available to all other Rebel Cactus
GO friends if you like. 

Displays/screensavers/backgrounds
On the Rebel Cactus GO you will find several cool backgrounds, screensavers and dials.
Style and personalize the watch!
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Friends
If your child has a friend who also has a Rebel Cactus GO smartwatch, you can connect
with each other via the smartwatch and send fun messages via Chat. Selfies with crazy
filters, or the high score of Ninja runners. GoGo!
How do the watches connect with each other? In the ParentApp, set up the business card.
Also, make sure both kids' smartwatches are connected to the Wifi at school or home. Both
go to Chat, and both press the + in Chat. Then both watches will connect to each other.
You can connect up to 4 friends at the same time. Happy friends!

Flashlight
Handy at the campsite or in the tent in the garden! Turn on the flashlight and you always
have light with you.

Apps
On the Rebel Cactus GO you will find a lot of new cool apps in the AppStore.
Are you missing a particular app, let us know! If it has no advertising and suitable for kids,
we can put it in the AppStore for all Rebel Cactus friends.

Whatsapp, let your parents know how you're doing and 
 send an emoij.😀

Jeudjournaal for Dutchies, also check the weather, but actually who cares;-)
Spotify, always the cool music with you, or listen to fairy tales and 

 books
Deezer (with radio stations)
Music player for MP3 files
Pedometer
StepsApp, challenge yourself with up to 5,000 steps a day
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Schedule appointments, put your most important appointments in the
calendar and you are always up to date
POU, for grooming, feeding and lots of love
Camera to take photos and videos
Camera with special effects and filters
SayHi, translates it for you, and you can ask your foreign friends anything!

more Apps
Ninja Run, this game goes really fast 
Plunk, how cool are you
Stack, can you handle it?
Math math game, smarter, smarter, smartest
Banana Kong, run, jump, bounce and swing
Fitness, get moving
Exercise for kids, more exercises
Calendar
Calculator
Google Translate
YT (only if you are old enough)
Instagram (only if your parents approve)
Microphone to record sound files
Video player to play videos
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The Rebel Cactus GO smartwatch is now ready to use! Let's GO! Stay connected whether
you're out and about in town, on the playground, at the football field or out in nature. But
also when you're at the beach, the amusement park, gallivanting on the campground or on 
a class trip to the mountains during winter break.

you need more explanation or helpful tips about the
smartwatch? or just a question? go to www.rebelcactus.com 

ALSO WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING out FOR YOU on
CUSTOMERSUPPORT@REBELCACTUS.COM

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

   

@RebelCactus

@Rebel_Cactus_uk

@Rebel_Cactus
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